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T Fit', uetule Oper;tt io nal f2c;+e1krch vvas c•uinecl inth e United K i llgdoni at a b out th e ti me ofthe eulurnet teettlent of the secon d \1 urld War.
It wits used initially ' to describe sonic work 1tv
civilian scientists in go\-erruuenl service who Were
c'oucerued primarily with the iittroduetio n of radar
to the l:ov-itl Air Force to he ltsed to warn of
the allllro;lc}t of evenly- :aircra't. lit the early toys
the etticieney with vvllicll def •ndinl„ fighter planes
(•Oltl(1 he brought within range of the em-111v was
1( )\\- ill spite of tin' tee1iii cal reIiahility of the
radar cynipnlent. ('leanly \\hit t needed looking, into
cruet vVhiit the scientists ptucec a 11 to iuvesti rate
\\its till' whole war•nirlg systen1 which iu'lutlecl-
lre$ides the actual radar sets --the various control
rooms inhere information f ((III the ?,;itLot rs vcas
assessed grid compared vv-it'll other visual reports
from Observer Groups and Police. anct v6 here (Ieci-
sious were made its to vv-hie]l Iiu IIters should he
sent to intercept the enetaly : the fighter aerodromes
where the pilots had to be briefed on the position
itf the. target and the tiule of take-off : mid a
complicated c'onrnturtications rn'tv%ork cottuectinrr all
these posts. They treated the' itiv esti,,ation its a
sc•icutific problem. A logical ilit'tln•e vv-as developed.
the. cleuu•nts of the laroblerl were isolated and
It,vim hoses were set up oil I to vv these clenrciits
\\ere cotulected and how v.il-i;it ictrl in one r lenient
miirht atTeet another. Then the scientists went
into the field and recorded how the v.it rious
elenleits perfornled, and it nalvscd these (lain to
test It it Nv closelv their togica.l model tallied with
reality. The embr'y'o model ..\ Is then m olditied to
ex lrl;tin satisfactorily the helm viunr of the pr;cctical
systerll they had Itbscrv-ecl. This process (If' logical
description, observation and aualysis is the eonunon
feature of all scientific methot.
Factors impairing the efficicucv of the warming
st.stenl noun caaue to light. It wits shown that ii ider
c•ert;ain comlitirnls the telephone eollllllllllh•atiolI net-
work V ((111(1 inevitably become civerloaded and that
messages nvildd he delayed : these delays would
reduce the Iikelihood of the fighters intercepting
the mein('. What is more the scielrtists were
able to indicate by ]tov%- much the chmn•c of inter-
ception vvoul(1 be re(luee(1 fur each unit inca•ease
in delaay in eonrnluHi Cation, mid how the delay
varied with the (lumber of atvailit hle eor1)1111 Cation
ehanna'Is (number of telephone lines). 1')Sit i','e
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forecasts mold thus be mode of the cthect nn the
ellic-ienev of the sv' stem as is N% Ill d e of specific
cluuages ill parts of it . 'I'll(- report W; as presented
to the Air 'toff and the stn^gested eluuiges were
made, As it result of this \corlc and ccthet • snhse-
11uent O perational I'esea i i ln the effecti v eness of the
fi,diter defences which l,v tile' in n•ocltic•tion of raditr
vv-as ioc•reased to the point, where one lighter could
till the work of ten, Was further doubled.
The type of research nauletl .-Operational'' then
had two iluportit it e i otracteristics 1 it entailed the
application of the scielitifie method to the stud}-
of the whole coanlllex vv it llio \shic•h all cyuiprnent
vv;aIII to he used rather than to the cyuilnnent ill
isolation : secundlv, it meant ;an ineursioll by scien-
i i,ts into the pr( )\ inc•e of ntanalfeloent with the
pnrpo.c of placim.; before nuuiarenu ' lat the best and
11141st ;cppropriate iuforuli itiltn arpoll U hi(-11 to base
their decisions.
11 N. the end of Mile war uct trio of the United
Kiugdont or the United St tcs Forces v% ;is without
its Operatiomt I lieseareh (;coup. And. not perhaps
altogether surprisiut!V. hen the in it I- was over it
occurred to twiny of the scientists who had taken
Inn•t in Opel'ition;al 11esear•c11 for the forues, that
;t similar it ppronch to Mlle problem, of industry
might well produce results For flit- civilian economy
(ntnnlensirrate w ith what had been done fro' tilt-
\\ ar effort. In the iron ;ltd steel ilidustr\- ()It
the initiative of Sir Charles Goodev e the Director
of the British Iron and Steel },csearcll Associat.icul
All Opera . tioual Research (;coup of twit men wit s
fol9ned in IItflip. Today there are about °_t)(t
st-irlitlsts V A(it'l:llne ill reco ( llisetl (_)peratioriml Research
lh'partlllcllts in the iron and steel ilidustrv : of
these about 30 are in the 13lSl A t)ep;irtnlent.
It is inlpossihh- in the spite( ' ;1\ailahle to do
jlr.tiee to all the work dune bv° these deptrtaneuts ;
all that can he dune is ti give a f, vv examples
of work vvllieh tv-pifies the methods used by
Operational liesearch arialYsts in the industry.
Simple statistical analysis of works records
\1amtuenients arc often confronted by the v-exirig
fact that variations ill product occln• even when
the plant is operated under apparently unvarying
conditions : (nnsetluently- pl:ulnirttr production becolues
extremely difficult. especially when the, plaint is
capable of lu;tlcingr many different products aald the
order souk duly requires short runs of each. As
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an example, the case can be quoted of a firm
which operated its rolling mill on a continuous
basis and which wanted some sort of standard
method to compare the performance of one shift
with that of another. It was possible and usual
for 65 different products to be produced ill this
mill, a product being defined as steel of a parti-
cular section and dimension. In the past the
output of the shift had been measured in terms
of tons rolled ; this however -,%,as obviously unfair
as the shift rolling the heavier sizes could get through
many more tons than a shift committed to light
sizes. since wages were paid on the basis of tons
rolled in a shift, the planning departnient had to
keep making sure that no shift would be required
to roll a preponderance of sizes which would adversely
affect the wages paid or labour troubles would
result. This inevitably means that rolling costs
would not be at a minimum, as economic run
sizes, number of roll changes and other considera-
tions had to give way to the crucial consideration
of ensuring an even wa<ge.
The Operational Research atialvsts set about the
problem by studying six months' production records
and drawing up distributions of the tons rolled per
hour for each product. A typical selection of these
distributions is shown in Fig. 1. where for each product
the horizontal scale is tons rolled per hour and the
vertical scale is the number of cases in the sample
u lien a particular rolling rate was achieved. Thus
for sleepers the rolling rates varied from 25) tons per
hour to 44 tons per hour ; the average rate was
33 tons per hour . Examination of these distributions
for each product revealed, for instance, as can be
seen from Fig. 1, that there was no material difference
between the average rolling rates for the different
sizes of billet, 3 in., 214 in., ?!2 in., 3 in., 4 in., etc.
and that a single grouping would suffice. The indica-
tions of the distribution curves were checked statisti-
c.ally before the groupings were adopted, using the
mathematical statistical techniques known as the
Bartlett test of vari:utce and Analysis of Variance.
It was finally found possible to sort the 65 products
itito 6 fairly homogeneous groups, the mean rolling
rate of each group being typical of all the products
in it . Next the group with the largest average rolling
rate was denoted as the standard and all the other
group average rolling rates expressed as a ratio of
this standard. In Fig. 1, where the group at the
bottom of the page was the standard, the ratios for
all the other groups are the nuinbers down the left
hand side of the page. In order to express it in terms
of the standard rate the actual tons per hour achieved
in practice for any product was multiplied by its
corresponding ratio. For, example all actual rolling
rate of 40 tons per hour when snaking 75 Ib F.B.
rails is equivalent to a standard rate of 40 x 1.4, that
is 56 tons per hour.
With the number of groupings for standard rolling
rates reduced to 6, it was possible to design a simple
shift report whicli gave in tabular forth the per-
formance of each shift. For each hour of an eight-
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Net rolling rates , tons ; hr, from works data.
hour shift, the weight of ingot, the number rolled,
wind (from a combination of the two) the weight
rolled %%-;is recorded iii coluruils. The weight rolled
ill the hour, multiplied by the factor appropriate
to the particular group of product (e.g. 1.2 for
billets), appeared in the next column. The total
"corrected" weight rolled plus in allowance for
stoppages (made on a pro rata basis) was recorded
ill the last column. The main advantage of this
shift report was that it put all products on a com-
parable basis thus making it impossible for a foreman
to use a stoppage or a change from a fast rolling
to a slow rolling product as an excuse for low
production. A special slide-rule was designed to be
used with the shift report and no arithmetical cal-
culations were required of the clerk in charge.
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'T'here is nothing very profor,nd about the methods
irsed in this first example . Nevertheless, by their
means an effective tool Was (leyised fOr eliminating
variations in rolling rates cool multiplicity of pro-
ducts as obstacles to the best utilisation of resour-
c-es. A very high proportion of Operationa.I Itese.arclr
work in fact requires technical methods 110 more
complicated than these.
An application of the theory of queues
Scone yea rs ago the British steel industry in
considering its future developlscrtt plans Wits search-
ing for as pnlicv concerning thw innporti1ig of foreign
ore. The buying,, and imporl,ation of foreign ore
was and still is the responsibility- of if central
agency- acting on. behalf of the Wh„le irllustry and
the ore is result to the individual cnnrpanies as it
'tinges Over the ship.' side at the receiving port.
in order to facilitate decisions 13I51Z;A was- asked
to investigate the prol)Iems involved in importing
iron ore ; the Operational I.esearc•lt 1)cpartlnent was
set the task (of investigating the factors which affect
tit(. cost.
I'he cost Of' the ore to the companies can he
considered as the scan of the price of the ore once
it is in the holds of the ship at the foreign port, the
cost of transporting the ore in tit(, ship. and the cost of
unloading the ore at the reedy iug port. The price
of the ore loaded on a strip at the foreign port
depend., upon market values and many- other factors,
most of which the British in In.-;try cannot directly
control except by the nornurl prveesses of conuner-
cial bargaining an(1 negot.ict in,c_r, contracts pill the
open utarket. It was decided therefore to concentrate
on the other two aspects of the cost the transportation
by ship and the unloading.
In considering this problem it was apparent that
each strip used to transport yore can he considered
to have the following work (yelc :
(-i) Waiting and loading at the foreign port
(i i)
taking all average ti ne tl.
Travelling from foreign port to home port
an(l hack, taking average time Iv- each way.
(iiij Waiting outside the home port for it vacant
berth ticking alit average time t„..
(iv) Being unloaded :111(1 revictnalled etc. at the
home port taking av.'rage time t1e.
'Chic time (7') for each ship to work this, complete
cycle can be expressed by tile equation
I'=11 ^ 2t, -
-,- f%\ -fit 1)
Sirnce the tinge it ship waits :1nd takes to load
at the foreign port must he considered as Outside
the control of the British industry- alone it was,
for the pitrp(we of the study, considered to lw a
constant for a given size and type of ship. '1'Ire
value which this constant assn11ned ill practice was
:cseertained from the records of ships' voyages.
'Che travelling time ?t,• was also considered to he
at constant for a given si e and type of ship
travelling between two particular ports. 'Phis step
hail its Justification in the l'ci t that in general ships
Were :r1ivy°s 0peate(1 at What the owner considered
to he the noc-t economical speed. 1'cor the sauce
reasons average voyage tlriies 6w particular ships
mill between particular ports were also obtaitterl hy
it surely of the records of ships' voyages.
'I'll(- tinge at ship may have to vvciit, or queue,
fur ah empty berth at the unloading part (t,,,) will
(tetanal ripen how n ► sury other shills need to use
the saune berths, how many berths are equipped
for unloading iron ore, and hovv fast a ship lull
he unloaded otlce it. is ;It, the herth.
'T'he last part of equation (I), the tithe the ship
is occupied with hrnloading (I„), depetuds on the
type and size of ship, the tntloading facilities oil
the berth, antt the type of Orr which has to he
unloaded.
t)hviou.sly, thc• shorter the time (7', demoting the
complete work cvcle fcor each ship, the more
voyages each ship can perfur ci in it given time
cinch therefore the smaller will be the total rtunlher
of ships of a given type and size which are nec•es-
s:try to import it (riven aniouot• of ore : and there
will be a corresponding salving in transport charges
per ton. Such a reduction in the nmnber of ships
innporting ac given (Ill ;ultity of acre could he efhectcd
by' reducing the average wait. for a berth (t„. uand/
or the tithe to unload the ship I t„).
'l'ure necessity of waiting for at berth would, in
tIwot.y, be avoided if ships' jorsrneys could he
sehedcrled so as to make it ship arrive just as the
prey louts ship at the berth had tilrished tunloadiug.
In practice variations in the time to unload a
given ship which depend. for exanrplc, upon the type
and condition of the ore it c;trrics, courbille with
slorrnls and delays at, sea and the foreign port to
upset prearranged schedules. Despite considerable
scheduling Of journeys there are inevitably times
when two ships arrive at the sarue berth inure or
less together and one of thc'rn has to wait ; there
are other times when the ihtervaI between one
arrival and the next is so long that the berth
remains empty and the unloading equipment and
its operators idle.
Suc61 fluctuations in the deunauiI till the port
ea1111ut be eliminated. On the other hand a faster
ttu•rrround of individual shills at the berth will
reduce the avenge time ships have to wait for it
berth, that is both t,,. and i„ would be shorter.
A speed-up in tnrnround at the berth cannot of
course lie achieved it no w ditic^narl cost. Faster
equipment costs more to buy iinct instal than slower
equipment, and may cost more to operate. Also,
by cleariln r the berth more quickly, there will he
more occasions when there is 11o ship in the queue
waiting to Ociii y the berth and equipment and
tabour arc: idle.
1'hc cost of installing faster equipment, however,
may exceed any salving achieved by reducing the
number of strips required by shortening the time
they halve to gneue. As there will always be some
queuing no hatter how fast. the unloading e.cluip-
rnent installed, the hest pitior ► will have been
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achieved when the sum of the costs due to ships
(including queuing, etc.) and the costs due to un-
1 lading are as small as possible, that is at a minimum.
To predict the achievement of this position it
was necessary to discover in the first place how
the speed of unloading at a berth affects the
average time a. ship must wait in the queue.
Records of many ports and ships were examined
to arrive at the time elapsing between successive
arrivals of ships to be unloaded. A typical distribu-
tion of such time intervals for a particular port
is shown in Fig. 2 (a).
At this port data were obtained on 197 consecu-
tive ship arrivals : the shaded histogram indicates that
in 55) cases there was an interval of between 0 and
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Fig. 2.
Time to turnround ship at berth.
20
1 day, and in 44 cases an interval between I
and 2 days and so on. The figure also shows
(dotted line) the proportions of ship arrivals which
would be expected if these arrivals were truly
random. This theoretical distribution can be obtained
from the following equation
The proportion of intervals that are at least
t days in length but less than (td-1) day is
2)
where A is the mean rate of arrivals 0.36 ship
per day.
It can be seen that the theoretical points obtained
from equation (2) are at very reasonale approxima-
tion to the observed events. Similar correspondence
between the theoretical and actual distributions
was found at all ports. It will be seen later that
this finding was an important and convenient one.
Data were also obtained from the port records
on how long ships took to be unloaded. For these
figures to become meaningful they had to be classi-
fied according to ship size and type and examined
in the light of the type of unloading equipment
available at the berth. In Fig. 2(b) are examples
of how the turnround time of particular types of
ship at the berth varied at each of four different
ports. The average time a ship was at the berth
can be seen to vary considerably from one port to
another due to the different unloading facilities
available ; the equally considerable variations within
each port are due to such things as crane break-
downs, and different types and conditions of ore.
Nevertheless, one important consistency exists be-
tween the various ports : the variation compared
with the mean, expressed by the coefficient of
variation is for practical purposes the same in each
case.
The findings from the above data were now used
to establish the relationship existing between unload-
ing times and the average time a ship would have
to wait for a berth. Here a theory originally developed
by the Danish Telephone Service was used ; their
problem was to decide what was the relationship
between the length of time a telephone user would
have to wait for the exchange to answer and the
facilities available at the telephone exchange for
answering his call. The mathematics of the theory
rests on the assumption that the time interval between
any two calls from subscribers is random and that
the mean and the coefficient of variation of the distri-
bution of times which the operator takes to deal with
calls are known. The theory is equally applicable
to the transportation-unloading system for ore ships.
For the intervals between telephone calls substitute
the intervals between ship arrivals ; for the time the
operator takes to deal with individual calls, substitute
the time to turnround the ship at a berth. The data,
too, are in the right form to fit the theory. The
observed distribution of arrivals of ships at a port
approximates closely to a random distribution as has
been shown and is illustrated by Fig, 2 (a) ; the mean
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time to unload a ship can he ealcnlated from a knoW-
Iedge of thw capabilities of' the anlonding c•cfuipnu•nt
and the size of ship ; the coefficient of varirttiou is
kn(«-n to he a constant sub:-t;ottially independent
of the mea n as is deauon,trated it I•Iigr. _' 1,b). The
average delay per ship (t,,.) cI.tt thus he ealcaltlted
from the following eyuatiou (assrnnin'-r that there is only
one berth suitable for unloitdtit, -roil ore in the port).
\t,,2 (1 + r'2)tw= ,
2(1--Afo,)
where as before A is the mean rate of arrivals
t0 is the average time a ship is at the
unloading berth and v is the coefficient of variation of
the times a1 the berth.
If there is more than one berth it the port a inure
22
eomplieated expression has to he eniploved.
Willi this ntathenuctic, ;m(t n Icno,t Icdre of the
c•,Ipahititics of anlo,uling ecfnipmeut, the size of ships
told the rtverage arrioal rate of these ships t a port,
it Was elearlv possible to make a fairly accurate
forecast of the avert re time each ship will he delayed
in the queue \r.titiug for a berth. This, kuo«Ied e
collated vv ith values of the cost of ships when at sea
and Iehell it p .It .old the- 1(o-t <-of* unloading eIfoipnu•nt
capable oi' p;Irticulrn• uLllontliltg rates, ntacle it possible
to hnild ill) at picture of' the printable cost of 1lle
m bode operation. The results for a port expected
to hattclle oils ntilliolt tolls of ore per ;ttitLtnt brow<ght
it ship, of ti.ooU torts cap;teity ;u.e shootsn in Fig. 3.
Tire tot;tl (.list per ton of ore uulo;ulecl wiu+u various
rates of unloacliu<< are provided at the berth is here
r ,
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This diagram is for a port unloading I million tons per
from 8,000 ton tramp vessels , but similar diagrams
could be drawn for ports handling different quantities.
Fig. 3.
The total cost of discharge.
year
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divided into its component parts of cost of ship delays
in the queue, cost of ships time whilst at the berth,
and cost of providing and operating the unloading
equipment ; incidentally it was found during the
investigation that although the latter varied with
the rate of discharge of which it was capable, it was
sensibly independent of the various types of equipment
available. It can be seen from Fig. 3 that it is
cheapest to provide only one berth with a high capa-
city unloading plant at a port handling this amount
of ore rather than two or three berths with slower
equipment. Also it is interesting to note that the
cheapest situation arises when the berth is designed
to be occupied (tire berth-occupancy) for only half
its time on average. The latter is important as it is
contrary to the ingrained habit of the port operator
who intuitively aims at the highest possible utilisation
of his equipment.
Fig. 3 sununarises the results of the Operational
Research study. This, however, is not quite the
end of the story ; in practice the ship is owned and
operated by one man and the port by another.
The question arises how to persuade both to operate
in a manner which does not necessarily appear to
either of them as the most efficient way of running
his own business, but which is nevertheless the
optimum way of operating the whole system. The
link between the two was finally achieved by paying
the port operator a bonus for quick turnround of
ships which made it worth his while to instal the
right amount of equipment for operating the whole
system in the most economical way. The introduc-
tion of this bonus made the situation, which appeared
optimal from the port operator's isolated point of
view, synonymous with the situation which optimised
the whole system.
The project is typical of operational research in
that it looks at the whole systeni to discover the
interdependencies. attempts to design a. model of
the system, in this case a mathematical model,
proves the adequacy of the model with actual
operating figures and uses the model to forecast
the effects of any changes in facilities and operating
procedure. Tile study also shows how scientific
techniques derived for one set of circumstances can
be vicariously applied to an apparently quite
different problem.
It will he appreciated that there are numerous
operating problems in the steel industry which
involve queues of one kind or another, for example
the reception sidings at a steelworks, all stocks of
raw materials, of interprocess materials, and of
finished products, the size of the engineering main-
tenance force and many others. A considerable
volume of mathematical theory specifically applicable
to these various problems has been especially
developed in the last few years.
The simulation of operations
There are many problems in steel works where a
mathematical description of the situation becomes
extremely complicated ; in order to solve the
mathematical equations simplifying assumptions may
have to be made which are so drastic that the
answers, though theoretically sound, bear very little
relation to what would happen in the practical
situation which the equations were intended to
represent. The following example typifies such a
situation and explains how nevertheless the problem
rnav he successfully tackled.
The problem arose in a company which operated
a steel melting shop with an open heartlr furnace,
and two smaller electric furnaces ; it %vas the
custom to work the open hearth furnace conti-
nuously, but to work the electric furnaces for
only a proportion of the available shifts. The
company planned to increase their steel production
by working all the furnaces in the shop on a
continuous basis. but were doubtful whether a
possible inadequacy in the facilities for getting the
raw materials to the furnaces would not produce
delays. They wanted a forecast of delays in order
to decide on the advisa.bilit.v of improving or
increasing the existing handling facilities.
The essentials of the steel making process can
be described, in this instance, lry considering the
flow of materials through the shop . The raw
material was mainly steel scrap and pig iron deli-
vered by road and rail, and put to ground in the
scrap bay adjacent to and parallel to the main
line of the melting shop (see Mg. 4). The scrap
and pig were handled by two overhead cranes (A
and B) fitted with magnets. These cranes also
loaded the scrap into pans when it was required
by the furnaces. The ma nets on the cranes tvere.
theca replaced by slings, and the. scrap paws were
picked up two at a time, weighed, and set down
at one of the points of access to the melting shop.
They were then collected by a crane on the melt-
ing shop stage which set them down on a gantry
until the furnaces were ready. In order to charge
the furnaces, the pans were picked up one at a
time by the charging machine, and the contents
emptied into the bath of the furnace. Other
materials were also charged, but the quantities
involved were so small that their effect on
congestion and thus delays to charging was
negligible. Empty pans were put back on to the
gantry, and eventually returned to the scralr bay by
the stage crane and one of the scrap bay cranes.
The bulk of the scrap was such that generally
the furnaces could not be charged to capacity in
ono operation ; a period of time had therefore to
be allowed for the first charge to be melted before
more scrap could be charged. The steel was then
melted and refined, and was eventually tapped into
a ladle on the side of the furnace remote from
the scrap bay ; the ladle was held by the single
overhead crane in the casting bay.
After a furnace had been tapped, fettling of the
hearth was required, and the furnace was then
prepared for the next charge. Periodically the re-
fractories making up the furnace lining had to be
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Fig. 4.
Schematic diagram of the melting shop.
replaced and this represented the main cause oC
furnace' downtime.
Ilk this particular shop, the single charging
machine and the stage cratio ran on the same track
and therefore both could not he operated at the
swine time.
Front first principles it was clear that during a
furnace claargih g period two main types of delay
nrigltt. arise which could be characterised as follows
((i) "Pan delays , when there vv ere no full pads or
not enough full pans available on the stage
when a furnace was ready to be charged.
!h) Bunching dclavs", when more than one
furnace required charging at a given tinge.
Other delis vs might arise outside. a. charging period,
for example, when more ahan one furnace was
ready for tapping at a given time, or when a
piece of equipment broke clown.
:'1 preliminary study was made of the existing
practice in the melting shop using time studies and
works records for the previous year. From these
records it appeared that del:Lys had been relatively
small : it, could be argued that short delays might
not be recorded and that all estimate depending on
the records might under-estimate their irnporta.nce.
However the bonus scheme was such that a pay
allowance was made for time lost due to delays and
there was therefore an incentieo to record all delays
Before attempting to estimate the effect of the
existing delays during dragging it was important to
realise that there was a restri:^'tion on all y saving that
could be made in the furnace tap-to-tap times by
eliminating these delays. Some melting of the scrap
(and pig) must occur during the time charging was
actually taking place and a rcditetion in the charging
time thus implies that part of this melting would
have been lost. The actual association between
charging tinge adad the. snhsequettt time required to
corttplete nultiug-plus-refining is shown in Fig. 5 for
one of the furnaces. Similar assoeiatiuns were disco-
vered for the other two furnace,.
It can be seen that as charging time decreases,
subsequent melting time increases : for example, a.
saving in duirgin;.; time of one hour is associated,
on average, with an increase of 36 utinntes in melting-
plus-refining time, w melt is equivalent to saving only
2-1 minutes in the tap-to-talc time. This relationship
is obv iortsly' very important when estimating the
effect of charging delays both with existing practice
and with the proposed increase in production.
The straight line relationship shown in Fig. 5
Was obtained Irv a statistical analysis of data
obtained from works records ; the technique is
known as regression analysis and includes an esti-
niate of the risk associated with accepting the
assumption that it is in fact a straight line rela-
tionship. Ill this case the risk was found to be
verb, small, Of course results in practice will vary
somewhat about this line and the lower diagram
of Fig. S is a representation of the limits within
which a practical value is likely to lie about
the aVera<ge obtained front the regression line in
the top diagra a. 1?or example for a charging tune
of 4 lours on average the meltin^7-lulu -refining time
would be about S hours, hut any individual ease
might lie Within plus or minus 3 hours of this
value i.e. between 5 and 11 houurs.
From such figures it. was possible to estimate by
how much on average the production could be
increased if it were possible to eliminate all delays to
cliargiatg. This gave an upper limit to production
with the present rate of working : antd a similar
estimate could be made for what would happen if
all the furnaces were worked full time. To make the
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Furnace I was 9/ hours to 23
hours (see Fig. 6) and hence any
attempt to forecast the future pro-
duction would be unrealistic if it
were simply based upon average
furnace times.
The effects of congestion
(interference), which are an indirect
consequence of this variability
would be ignored. A method of
analvsis mint therefore be used
which takes account of these
moment-bv-moment variations.
For this reason the different
production systems considered had
to be worked through graphically
(i.e. the operations of the shop
sirreul(rlerl on paper step by step as
realistically as possible) to provide
more accurate estimates of the
output that could be expected.
The coincidental occurrence of the
adverse factors which cause con-
gestion, and hence delays, will thus
arise in Winch the same way as
they would in practice. The basic
ideas of this ''simultation'' technique
are brielly explained below.
If sufficient data were avail-
able, it past week's operation of
the melting shop could obviously
be represented on a chart showing
the state of each furnace, the opera-
tion of each piece of ancillary
equipment (including its breakdown
time) and the whereabouts of full
and empty scrap pans, v a, c h
recorded against it continuous time
scale. Similarly it is possible to
prepare a similar chart for what
might he called a representative
week. In this case instead of
using a particular observed time for
it particular day, it choice would be
made from a complete range of
times obtained from works records.
The resulting simulation of a week's
production probabl would not be
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Fig. 5.
Production times for Furnace I.
latter it practical estimate however an estimate was
required of what delays could actually be expected
with continuous production and how much these
would reduce the throughput.
The steelmaking process is inherently variable
for exanmple, the range of tap-to-tap times for
exactly the same as any actually
observed but it would be typical, in
the sense that it certainly would re-
present a week which might arise
sometime.
In practice, the simulation of
such an operation is by no means
straightforward. First, the logic of
the operation must be appreciated : for example,
the sequence in which operations occur must be
known, in addition to the reasons why certain
actions must take place at certain times. Secondly,
possible associations between different production
factors must he evaluated (e.g. the relationship
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Fig. 6.
Distributions of tap to tap times (including recorded delays).
between charging time and the subsequent melting-
plus-refining time, and the reationship between the
Lumber of pans charged and the charging tittle).
't'hese associations nutty not he obvious and the
advice of the technologists on the spot (,ail be
helpftl. Fitallp, to sirtutlatc a particular operation
the selection of the data must be made without
bias from the mass available.
This is done in the following Vway, taking as an
example the choice of a melting-plus-refining time
for a particular heat. Suppose it is already known
that charging of the furnace has taken 4 hours, then
from the top diagram in Fig. 5 it can be seen
that an average melting-plus-refining time of S hours
could be expected however this is only art average
time and for a particular ea^.e this figure will not
do as it stands. The lower diagram of Fig. 5
represent'; the variation of actually observed figures
about this average. This diagram has had associated
with it a sampling scale extending front l to 11),000
divided so that the numbers I to 2 arc associated
with the value tuunus 2-9 hours on the diagram.
and the nuntihers 3 to 7 are associated with the
Value 2•8 hours and so on. The proportion of the
10.000 numbers associated with each value on the
tiTne scale is direct iv related to the frequency
represented by the vertical kale on the diagram
with which that. Value has been observed to arise
ill practice. It order to choose a figure from this
diagram for a, particular case one I_ .f the numbers
I to 111.0110 is dr<tvt n so that the chance of draw-
ing, any one of them is ecluOIly likely. supposing
ill this case the nnumber drasVtt were 4410, this
nurnbc.r is associated with minus 1.7 hours oil the
diagram and therefore the melting-plus-refining time
to he used in this ease. with a charging time of
4 hours. would be (5-1.7) luutrs. that is 6.3 hours.
The next time a melting-plus-refining time is required
for a furnace a similar process is gone through
necessitating a new choice front the lower diagram.
To produce a diagram of the operations of the
shop, of which Fig. 7 is an example, distributions
of the times of all the hasic activities are required.
The operations of each piece of equipment in the
shop are indicated on the diagran3 oil a horizontal
line calibrated in units of time SVnottynln(ttis with
the time in tine life of tine shol). Each equipment
is allocated a separate line across the diagram, and
the equipment appropriate to each line is noted down
the left hand side. Titus the activities of the
shop can be represented on the diagram in the
sequence in which they would have to take lalacc
in practice. To obtain a value to enter for the
duration of each particular event a separate random
choice is made from till' appropriate distrihntion of
times. ('ompetitg demands fur equnpmetit will occur
for example where two furnaces require the charger
at the same time, one or other furnace must wait
these and other delays are marked in on the dia-
gram as they develop. It would be noted that
these delays are actually generated Lv the process
and not themselves chosen from (listrihutiins of
past events.
Tn working through such it sintulatiorn rules of
operation have to he devised so that a correct
choice can he made "hen, for example, alternative
duties arise at the same time for the saute piece
of equipment. These rules of operation are the
things whidt control the wa.y ill tvhic•h the shop will
operate. Alternative sets of rules can be tried in
different simulations to assess which are likely to
provide the best operation of the shop.
In the particular project under discussion situula-
tions of the future operation of the shop not only
provided estimates of future product ion but also
indicated to management the hest way of organising
and operating the shop. 'T'hese rules of operation
%vi elt were in a way a by-product of the study were
in fact regarded by management as in Valuable.
The technique of simulation is a roost powerful
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one in Operational Research. One of its drawbacks
is that the mechanics of carrying it out can become
cumbersome and tedious, particularly as the opera-
tions must be simulated over considerable periods
to produce reliable answers. Fortunately this draw-
back is cancelled out by modern electronic digital
computers which can be programmed to work through
them automatically and which moreover can do so
much more accurately than is possible by hand.
An application of mathematical analysis
There are many steel works in the United Kingdom
where a wide variety of products can be made,
each from a range of raw materials and each on
alternative plant. Such situations for example exist
in that part of the industry concerned with the
cold rolling of steel strip. Many complications arise
in preparing production programmes for strip depart-
ments. In the first place, hot rolled strip, which
is the raw material of the cold rolling process, is
usually available in a range of sizes and in general
more than one size can be used to make a given
product. Again, the plant available will often allow
several alternatives in the sequence of operations by
which the finished product can be manufactured
from any one of the suitable sizes of hot rolled
strip.
The nature of the problems arising can be appre-
ciated by considering the following imaginary example.
Table I lists the possible ways in which a given
product could be produced, using either of two
suitable sizes of hot rolled strip, and plant consist-
ing of two rolling mills and one slitting machine of
specified operating characteristics. (It is assumed that
no processes other than rolling and slitting are needed).
Even when hypothetically certain alternatives are
excluded as obviously more costly than others in the
list, there remain eight ways of making the product
from one size of strip and four of making it from
the other. For this simple example it may well be
that, considering the handling costs, machine run-
ning costs, etc., there would be an obviously best
method of producing any product in the sense that
by this route the overall conversion cost would
be least.
If a complex of plant is available for the manu.
facture of a number of products, it is not neces-
sarily true that the best overall production pro.
gramme is one that ensures the manufacture of each
product by its most economical route. Possible
routes, cost, machine occupancy and profit margins
allowed by the pricing system in force are all
factors which must be considered in deciding the
optimum programme. In these circumstances the
selection of a production programme which will yield
the maximum profit (or achieve any other optimal
condition desired) can be a complex procedure.
This situation has been examined for a works
where the processes involved in production of cold
rolled strip were pickling, scale breaking, rolling,
grinding and annealing : in the manufacture of any
product some, or all, of these processes were
required.
A mathematical description of the processes can
be illustrated by considering the demand on one
piece of plant in meeting a given production pro-
gramme. Suppose that in one week it is desired
to make the following :
Ti tons of product 1
T., tons of product 2
Tn tons of product u
where n is the total number of products.
The capacity available on one of the rolling
mills is R hours per week, and the capacity on
that mill to roll 1 ton of product 1 is Rr hours,
and for 2 tons of product 1 is Rr x2 hours and
for Ti tons of product 1 is Rr Tr hours ; in other
words it is supposed that there is a linear relation-
ship between total machine capacity required and
tonnage rolled. Such an assumption is rarely true
in the strict sense, but in practice the error intro-
duced by accepting it is usually small.
When all the n products are considered the
total machine capacity required must be the sum
of the individual requirements R, Tr+R2 T2+R3 T3+
.........+R. Ta and for feasibility this total must
be less than, or equal to, available capacity R of
the machine ; symbolically
j=n
E Rj TjR
j=1
(A particular product may not require capacity on
this particular machine ; in this case the appro-
priate Rr, R2, R3 etc. will be zero).
Equations of the type of (4) can be derived for
each piece of plant in the .works. These represent
the simplest possible mathematical description of
the operation of the works and are enough to
ensure that the programme envisaged will not over-
load the plant capacity. However in order to
achieve a more realistic representation of the situa-
tion, further requirements may have to be met.
For example only a limited demand may exist for
some products ; for others a long term contract
already negotiated may demand a certain minimum
production each week.
Constraints of this kind may be handled by con-
structing additional equations. For example, if the
maximum amount of product 1 which can be
marketed per week is D, and none is to be ware-
housed, then an equation of the following type is
required ensuring that Tr is not greater than the
upper limit
Tr <Dr ... ... (5)
On the other hand, if a contract has stipulated
a delivery of at least D2 tons of product 2 per
week then an equation of the following type would
be applicable :
T2 D2 ... ( 6)
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When a set of constraining equations of the type the time required on the machine was valid. The
(4), (5) and ( 6) have been prepared to represent term product was interpreted to mean strip of
the
it
practical situation as accurately as is required,
is ossible to find man sets of values of
stated characteristics produced from a specified
rial b s d s f ot ifi tit
raw
p y y a perama e pec e e o ons.
T1, T2, T3
.........
Tn Which Would satisfy all the It was apparent that, for all practical purposes,
equations simultaneously. The question then arises
as to which is the best set of values to use.
A criterion is required to decide what is meant
by best ; several such criteria are possible, depend-
ing on circumstances. One might be that plant
should be utilised to the greatest possible extent,
another that the greatest tonnage of product should
be made, another that the total profit per week
should be it maximum.
Consider the last named of these. Profit can be
considered as the difference between selling price
and the sum of raw materials, etc., costs and
conversion costs. A profit P in these terns can
be calculated for each 1 ton of product ; thus the
profit on T, tons of product I will be T, P,.
The total profit derived from a production of
T„ T2, T.....
•
....Tn tons of products 1, 2, 3......n,
will therefore be the sum of the individual profits
on each product T1 P1, T2 P2, T3 P3......T9 P„ ; this
can be expressed symbolically as follows :
j=n
Total profit = Z 4 j Pj
j=1
... (7)
Now for each production programme obtained by
solving all the simultaneous equations of the type
(4), (5) and (6) above there will be a set of
values for T„ T2, T3,,....T,,, which can be sub-
stituted in expression (7) in order to assess the
profit applicable to each particular programme. In
considering how to solve these equations simultaneously
it is immediately obvious that trial and error would
be possible but if there are many possible products
and machines this is impracticable.
Fortunately a systematic method of choosing the
best set of values is available in a numerical analysis
technique known as linear programming. It is still
an iterative process in that successive values of the
variables have to be inserted in the equations and
effect on profit assessed each time. However the
method ensures that with each change in the values
of the variables a smaller profit cannot result, and
it also gives a positive indication when a stage is
reached where any further change in the values
cannot yield a greater profit. The computation
though frequently still formidable is in many cases
well within the capabilities of modern electronic
digital computers.
At a particular company where the task was to
assess what products should be made to achieve
the maximum possible profit, there were still 3,078
variables to be evaluated even when obviously less
profitable alternatives were excluded, and only 13
machines were involved. To solve the equations
works records had to be examined to obtain process
times of each possible product on each appropriate
machine, and to test that the assumption of a
linear relationship between tonnage of product and
unlimited capacity could be assumed to be available
for pickling, scale breaking, and annealing. Conse-
quently, these operations affected only the estima-
tion of production costs which were required in
order to calculate the profit coefficients for each
product. The limiting factors in the system were
the capacities available on the various rolling mills
and on the grinding and slitting machines used
in producing the type of strip in question.
From the Cost Office breakdown of running costs
for each of the machines, the figures relating to
direct operations were extracted and all hourly rate
calculated, assuming full working capacity. (If the
optimum solution indicated unused capacity on any
machine, its rate could be reassessed on the basis
of capacity actually utilised and the calculations
repeated using the revised data.) With these machine
costs and production tinier known, production costs
for each of the products were calculated and com-
bined with the price lists for hot and cold-rolled
strip to give a set of profit margins for each ton
of product. Out of the total profit the company
would have to pay all fixed overheads which were
not taketr into account in the calculations ; but these
would not change with the level or type of production.
The linear programme carried out on a computer
indicated that with the ideal programme of produc-
tion the gross profit per week could be five times
larger than the present running of the plant on the
normal programme. However, this calculated pro-
gramme took no account of possible restrictions
such as the lack of immediate market for some
products in the quantity in which they would be
produced. This omission was deliberate as by sub-
sequently recalculating the programme with such a
restriction included, the answer could be used to
show the management the effect of this market
restriction in terms of lost potential profit. In
other words it could he used to give management
a guide on how much was worth spending on advertis-
ing or other sales campaigns to increase the market
for particular products. Analysis of this kind is
usually known as assessing the -opportunity cost".
It must be re-emphasised in conclusion that linear
programming though valuable in solving many
complex problems has one big drawback in that
the relationships between the variables concerned
must approximate to linearity.
Organising for operational research
The examples of Operational Research studies
quoted do not cover all the methods that have
been used or all the types of problem to which it
has been applied in the steel industry in the
United Kingdom and the United States of America.
However they do indicate its basic conception of being
prepared too utilise any and all of the established
luethotls of science for the purpose of investigating the
general operating, and plaunitt c Ilrr)I)Ietn of industry.
It is iIItere,tiIlL to ncltI, the IoritriIlti it , the A ariotl,
method, ntclltinoell in the above examples. 11;Itlle.
lnaticitl -4tttisticX11 :nisi si -, [tai first del. ivecl to
ex pliti tI the r esltlt, o f IIiIFInri(.;II and it grieult11 rrd
exllerinrent•. Q nenirlg theory wt-its developed I I v
e lectrie;d engineers for the des ign of telephone
'N-steno,. " III] IIli[ lrurl. III' "Molie ('ild,I ' 1•xperllttertts,
;I. they are sonletinies enlletI, were first ttsed by
physicists to help in the explorittiom (d' the Moonlit:
nucleus. 1,1110;t I' progralnmittr was developed in
swoon ► it's to held in the description of it colllltry's
(1conon ► y. Tltis hotrrctwitng of methods froini pure
and ;tpplic(l ,deuce is the t'i'ns. ill" 01)-I'iLtiolliAl
lleseitrclt : hardly iIIIV 11144110d I'M) strictly lie e.I;liuled
to have been derived purely for uperittional rese;ll'eh.
'l'hatt the personnel of all Operational Ife.searvit De-
partment sholtlll lie drawl[ Ircvnl 11IIIIOV different scik-lices
is touts h;u'dly surprisitlg. For ex:rrnple in the BISRA
depitrtillent therc are eu;rineers, pliv:"icists, cheinist.s,
utetalhngists, ennnnnlists. nlathenuitticians, statisticians,
psyehc]loti,ts and lolrieians. The )ill v- thing that these
people hove ill enlunlrln is that they loive;III been II'll in-
e11 to nse the. scientific lnet.llod. O]] the other hand
it knowledi-re of the teehnnlog<<' of iron and steel nulkitlg
is not by an\' nu'alts it necessary prerequisite for con-
ducting Operution;al these;rich it) flue steel in,lttsti'v; it
nliviit he tearer the mark to sugrtest that too intillulte
it knowl(ld+rc of the inurrained 1) ractiee, aucl prejudiec,.
which c•ontie nicest inevitably with prI)dtaetinn expc'ri-
ence in ford Industry ;ore t'1 definite I1:1uof ic;lp since the},
tend to tit;rice it di(licnlt to see the wrlod for toot' trues.
TI I V ;1 oI\;Ilitate Ill" llf'iii. ()11 the nlttslde to'killg ill is
cry great in this particular tvlie of wctrk. \;ttltr;ally
a cl,nlplete i^morsince of the industry hits it, cdaingers and
it is esettti;tl th;lt Op:rratioollal Rew;trc•ll staff should be
tile to obol:din the cunlidenet• and eooper;ttil,n of the
Lelhnol(v4ists and tlic tuanarcnient of tlle inclilst•rv.
't'hus stu11' must he tie oni o n tint (11th' fur their 1geueral
sril•ntific abilities. but foot' those qualities which will
looks them acceptable to the people they tore' intruded
to help and ;td\ise ill the. indttstrv.
in e;tIT viug out it project it is usual to enlpln.l, a
lentil of ;nualy,t, so that the tlisciplinrs of' several difle-
'tint seinnres ran he broilgllt tot hear nIt (lie lrrohleut.
'I'bis 1tu11ti-tdiseipline term[ is thltu,rlrt 1) v- tit;any to he an
essential feature of the Operatioli;tl Research approach.
'T'hus in sl oohing ,tit Opt'rittio]utl Itesearuh (Troup it is
unwise to ;appoint. Raver than th R.'(' people. (te.rieral
experience appear, to show that it i usual to include
ill this tot on so]newu• trained in sl;itisties, someone who
is good at ill!'tt?elilatii's. nltd a good all rotilld t'11,vIIleer
nr }, r;letic;lily Ill inrled pugs scientist such a, pftysie'tst.
As tllt- to;tui expand, nt:ntr groups tend to include an
indu,tr'iit l llsyehooloLrist. for it most he relnenlhered that in
all problems the it ctivit•ic•; of luTom 1 beings are involved.
hinally it shoos[ be said that. because (Ipett-
tiound ltesearc•lt llenlitlttls v-erv- Lund ,tall'. it is never
cheap ; fur this reason it slLOnld he Ilsr'd ()Illy on
v-it;tl prohlnuts w hich[ nice nut alrn;idv 1leing adeyIuatelyy
covered itv Buie' departments , and also that results
should hoe reported to whoever can take rloctioll,
whether he lie at the t n p of the Ill it Il i t rgr„ertleIt
,trnrt ore or nth t h e shop ti t), ir. On Iris hart thin
Op erational Research ;tool}-St liar; to renlenllter th;tt
his studies are useless if lie cannot c•onv ince the
ulitna ,n'ltleut of the vlt lidity of Il i., ;u i alvsis ;l td o f
the potential ;111,d llraetieaIli Iity of ltis results.
Conclusion
This papt'r outlines the ipproaelt to problems
\tvhich is tvIIiceal of Operational Research. in the
apace available t wit, possible to describe only a
few of the vvae ill which it hats hcen applied in
the iron and steel industry of the United h illgdotu.
Ili its task of assisting manageniellt ill decision
nlakinlr Operational Kesearell provides fo)reeast,s of
the overall effects of alternative policies IIy entplo\'-
ing eielttlfic• methods to describe the interplay of
nlen, ni:tterials stud Machines which together coituprise
the, iudustrv, told by investigating the various
wavs ill vv hied Contt'ol nuty be exercised. The
speeilie nletholls used have been shown to range
front stra.ightl'o'twarid studies of tit(- problem, of
org;iltis;ttion anti operation w itllitt it depntrtnu'rlt, Cl
more co Ill Ili icated ntutthematieal and statistical
techniques wine-li are used to explitiu the effects
observed tat works, and to assess the likely results
of ehrilhes in lirooedtue.
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